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Abstract: The lower rate of penetration (ROP) is one of the key technical difficulties during drilling
of shale reservoirs. Percussive-rotary drilling (PRD) is crucial for increasing ROP. One of the core
problems of ROP optimization for PRD are the dynamic damage characteristics of rock fragmentation.
By considering the dynamic drilling parameters, a new model for estimating the PRD with a full-scale
polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bit is established. The mechanical parameters of shale are
measured by a wave velocity method. Rock damage characteristics are simulated by using the finite
element method. The numerical simulation model is verified by the actual drilling case in LMX shale
reservoir in Sichuan (China). The results indicate that rock element damage occurs along the direction
of maximum principal stress. The order of decreasing rock damage rate is impact-static load, static
load and impact load. When the impact load has the same peak value, and the rock elements in
contact with the cutters obtain more energy with load frequency increasing. The rock fragmentation
efficiency under a sine wave is higher than rectangular and pulse waves. The rock can obtain more
energy to be broken with the increasing impact load duration and peak values. When the impact-static
load goes over the rock damage threshold value, the higher the peak value of the impact load is, the
more energy the rock will obtain. The higher the lateral vibration amplitude of the drill bit, the lower
the efficiency of rock fragmentation. Repetitions of drill bit axial vibration at one indentation point
will reduce the ROP, and the axial vibration energy of the drill bit is consumed. Therefore, a small
lateral movement and reasonable axial vibration frequency increase the rock breaking efficiency.
The ROP was increased through the suppression of drill string and the application of vibration.
The study results can be used in the optimization designs of bit trajectory and ROP for PRD tools.

Keywords: percussive-rotary drilling; dynamic damage; anisotropic shale; full-scale bit; bit trajectory

1. Introduction

The lower rate of penetration (ROP) is one of the key technical difficulties during drilling of shale
reservoirs. The low ROP increases the drilling time and cost. The drill string will produce complex
vibrations and shock to the bit, then the rock-bit interaction load is dynamic. In order to increase the
ROP, several typical drilling technologies were proposed, such as rotary drilling, percussive drilling
and percussive-rotary drilling (PRD) (Figure 1). However, the rock fragmentation under dynamic loads
was not clarified [1,2]. There are lots of studies concerning rock dynamic fragmentation mechanisms.
One of the earliest reports of percussion drilling technique occurred in 1940s [3]. Since then different
terms have been used, such as downhole hammer, percussion hammer, down-the-hole hammer,
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percussive drilling, and PRD [4,5]. PRD is developed from rotary drilling and percussive drilling.
Significant results in understanding the percussive fragmentation mechanism have also been achieved
in the laboratory. The rock fragmentation efficiency is not a linear relationship with the drilling
parameters, such as weight on bit (WOB), torque on bit (TOB), and rotations per minute (RPM).
Experiments examining rock breakage under dynamic and static loads were carried out. PRD is one of
the best ways to improve the drilling efficiency of hard formation. The fragmentation investigation of
granite is studied by the use of the dynamic and static rock-breaking test device, reasonable load of
single cutter cutting rock under the impact-static action was proposed [6–8].
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However, the fragmentation process and stress field of rock-bit interactions is not still clear.
Numerical simulation methods such as discrete element method (DEM), finite element method (FEM) and
finite difference method (FDM) are some of the most effective ways to study the process and stress field
of broken rock. The DEM can present the form of rock cracks and the separation of chips from the rocks,
but it’s difficult to simulate the full-scale bits and irregular shape cutters. The modeling and simulations
of a dynamic single cutter drilling were investigated by DEM [9]. The effects of borehole pressure on
bit-cutter induced rock fragmentation was studied by DEM. The FEM can simulate the complex shape
of bits and cutters, but it is difficult to represent the rock cracking process. The numerical indentation
model of a single indenter was established by the FEM [10,11]. The indentation fragmentation process
of rocks under dynamic loads, different deviation angles and different cutters angles were investigated.
A simulation model of a PRD system was established [12,13], which can predict ROP, impact energy
and piston impact force. The rock fragmentation process of PRD was studied by a plastic strain
failure model, which indicated that PRD mainly depends on impact load, but not rotatory load [14].
A numerical model of high-frequency torsional impacts was used to study the rock crushing process
and simulate the evolution of damage initiation and propagation [15]. The impact fragmentation of
bluestone was studied by using the FEM [12], which focused on multi-type bits. Numerical simulation
of the rock fragmentation process subject to static and dynamic loading was studied [16]; this numerical
model focused on the effect of two drill cutters. A simulation model of PRD was established based on
FDM, and the rock fragmentation mechanism of a bit cutter was studied [7,17–20]. With the use of
lower WOB, PRD has been shown to improve ROP in some hard and brittle formations. However,
the suppression and control of drill string vibration can also increase ROP [21–23].

Although PRD has been proposed for years, there is still not a wide range of applications in oil
and gas well drilling, especially for shale reservoirs. Various simplified methods which were proven in
the early periods are inadequate for the analysis of rock damage characteristics of PRD in anisotropic
shale. The ROP of PRD is unstable in the same formation. Many studies of PRD in hard rock do not
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consider the shale formation and the complex shape of full-size PDC bits. However, the mechanical
properties and dynamic characteristics of shale differ from those of other rock types; the dynamic
drilling parameters of PRD are coupled in the drilling process, and the need for complex experimental
instruments and field tests increase the experimental and test costs dramatically. Modern numerical
techniques based on FEM allow a detailed analysis to be performed. In this paper, a simulation model
of a full-size PDC bit was established by FEM. This paper primarily focuses on the shale dynamic
damage efficiency based on damage mechanics, strength theory, experimental and field statistic results,
as well as considering dynamic parameters, including load combinations forms, impact frequency,
impact wave shape, duration of impact load and impact load peak values.

2. Simulation Model Description

2.1. Rock Constitutive Law

For this numerical study of PRD, it is assumed that the rock will yield according to the
Drucker–Prager yield criterion [24]. The rock constitutive law is written in the following form:

f = aI1 +
√

I2 − K (1)

I1 = σ1 + σ2 + σ3 (2)

I2 =
1
6

[
(σ1 − σ2)

2 + (σ2 − σ3)
2 + (σ3 − σ1)

2
]

(3)

a =
2 sin ϕ√

3(3− sin ϕ)
(4)

K =
6c cos ϕ√

3(3− sin ϕ)
(5)

where I1 is the invariant of the stress tensor, I2 is the invariant of the stress deviator, ϕ is the friction
angle, c is the cohesive force, a and K are material parameters written in terms of ϕ and c, and σ1, σ2

and σ3 are the principal stress.

2.2. Rock Damage Criterion

The rock damage criterion determine the rock element damage and fragmentation process of
PRD, the criterion of estimating rock damage is as defined follows [20,25]:

εp ≤ ε
pl
f (6)

where ε
pl
f is equivalent plastic strain of rock materials failure, εp is equivalent plastic strain:

D = 1− E′

E
(7)

where D represents the damage variable, E′ and E are elastic modulus of the damaged and the
undamaged material, respectively. The evolution of the elemental damage variable D can be expressed
as follows:

D =

{
0, ε ≤ ε

pl
0

1− σ
σ , ε > ε

pl
0

(8)

where σ is stress, ε
pl
0 is the critical plastic strain, the stress–strain curve with progressive damage

degradation is shown in Figure 2. σy0 and ε
pl
0 are the critical yield stress and critical plastic strain of

rock beginning to fail, respectively. D = 0; ε
pl
f is the equivalent plastic strain of rock material failure,

and when D = 1, complete rock element failure occurs.
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2.3. Bit-Rock Interaction Mathematical Model

The simulation model considers many factors, the equation of motion can be written in the
assembled general form as [26]:

[M]{
..
δ}+ [C]{

.
δ}+ [K]{δ} = {R} (9)

where {δ} is generalized displacement matrix; {
.
δ} is generalized velocity matrix: {

..
δ} is generalized

acceleration matrix; [M] is the global assembled mass matrix of the system; [C] is the global assembled
damping matrix of the system; [K] is the global assembled stiffness matrix of the system; {R} is the
generalized force vector matrix.

2.4. Determination of Mechanical Parameters

The rock mechanical properties are an important factor for the numerical simulation of PRD
during shale reservoir drilling. The study field is located in the Sichuan Basin. The Longmaxi (LMX)
shale formation with a thickness of 79 m is one of the gas reservoirs in the Sichuan region.

To evaluate the dynamic process of rock damage in shale gas reservoirs, the rock elastic mechanical
properties were measured. Shales have anisotropic characteristics and are typically considered to
be symmetric with a symmetry axis perpendicular to the bedding. When evaluated from elastic
wave velocity measurements, this tensor characterizes the dynamic apparent behavior of the material.
Multi-core methods have been used to study anisotropy [27]. Five independent Cij constants may be
related uniquely to the five classical engineering elastic constants of a transversely isotropic medium [28]:

Ev =
F

C2
11 − C2

12
(10)

Eh =
F

C11C33 − C2
13

(11)

K =
C33(C11 + C12)− 2C2

13
C11 + 2C33 + C12 − 4C13

(12)

G = C44 (13)

ν1 =
C12C33 − C2

13
C11C33 − C2

13
(14)

ν2 =
C13(C11 − C12)

C11C33 − C2
13

(15)

ν3 =
C13

C11 + C12
(16)
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where F is written in the following form:

F =

 C11 C12 C13

C12 C11 C13

C13 C13 C33

 (17)

These five independent Cij constants are related to the five elastic wave velocities measured
experimentally as follows:

C11 = ρV2
P11 (18)

C12 = C11 − 2ρV2
SH1 (19)

C33 = ρV2
P33 (20)

C44 = ρV2
S3 (21)

C13 = −C44 +
[
(C11 + C44 − 2ρ2V2

P45)(C33 + C44 − 2ρV2
P45)

]1/2
(22)

where Ev is the dynamic Young’s modulus perpendicular to the plane of isotropy, Eh is the dynamic
Young’s modulus parallel to the plane of isotropy, K is bulk modulus, G is shear modulus, ν1, ν2 and ν3

is the dynamic Poisson’s ratio. ρ is the rock density, C11, C12, C33, C44, and C13 are stiffness constants,
VP11, VP33, VP45, VSH1, and VS3 are P- and S-wave velocities in different directions. These elastic
constants can be estimated from the bulk density of the material and the P-wave and S-wave velocities
measured perpendicular VP11, parallel VP33, and 45◦ parallel VP45, to the exfoliation plane. The P-wave
is compressional wave that are longitudinal in nature. The S-wave is shear waves that are transverse
in nature. The most common method of measuring these velocities is through the production of three
cylindrical cores obtained from the main sample, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 23 
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Figure 5 shows the P- and S-wave velocities in the LMX shale under hydrostatic loading between
0 and 60 MPa. With increasing confining pressure, the P- and S-wave velocities increase gradually and
the P-wave velocity is higher than the S-wave velocity.
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Figure 6 indicates the dynamic Poisson’s ratio of the LMX shale under confining pressure between
0 and 60 MPa. When compressed in a direction perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, ν1 is the dynamic
Poisson’s ratio obtained by dividing the strain perpendicular to the direction of compression in the
plane of isotropy by the strain parallel to the direction of compression. ν2 is the dynamic Poisson’s ratio
obtained by dividing the strain parallel to the axis of symmetry by the strain parallel to the direction of
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compression. ν3 is the dynamic Poisson’s ratio obtained by dividing the strain perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry by the strain parallel to the axis of symmetry when compared in a direction parallel
to the axis of symmetry [27,28]. When the confining pressure is in the range of 0–40 MPa, the Poisson’s
ratio ν2 and ν3 decrease gradually, but the Poisson’s ratio ν1 increases.
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Figure 7 shows the dynamic modulus of the LMX shale under hydrostatic loading between 0 and
60 MPa. The dynamic modulus (Ev, Eh, K, G)increases with the increasing of the confining pressure.
The Young’s modulus Ev is lower than Eh.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 23 
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The rock mechanical parameters used in the model are based on field data and laboratory
experiments on a horizontal well [29,30]. The target formation is the LMX shale formation.
The confining pressure is 25 MPa. The drilling direction is parallel to the shale bedding plane.
There are complex contacts between drill bit and rock, and the friction coefficient is identified as 0.2.
Material parameters used for the PRD simulation model are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Rock mechanical parameters used in the model.

Parameters Value

Density (g/cm3) 2.4
Elasticity modulus Ev (GPa) 26
Elasticity modulus Eh (GPa) 33

Frictional angle (◦) 33
Compressive strength (MPa) 173

Bulk modulus (GPa) 13
Shear modulus (GPa) 18

Cohesion (MPa) 16.6

2.5. Geometry and Mesh of the Model

In order to facilitate the establishment and calculation of the numerical model, the following
assumptions are made: the rock internal pore pressure, temperature, and the bottom hole flow field
are ignored, but the hydrostatic pressure is considered; repeated fragmentation of cuttings is neglected,
and if rock failure occurs, an element is removed from the mesh; The full-scale PDC bit is simplified as
a rigid body. Numerical simulation of PRD is investigated by using ABAQUS, as presented in Figure 8;
the bit and rock have the same Y-symmetrical axis. The full-scale PDC bit consists of 6 blades on which
the cutters are mounted. Bit diameter is 215.9 mm, bit cutter diameter is 16 mm, and the diameter and
height of the cylindrical rock sample are set to be 330 mm and 120 mm, respectively. Both the rock and
bit were meshed using eight-node hexahedral linear reduced integration elements, among which an
hourglass control was considered. The mesh resolution was optimized with respect to the computing
resources available. Because of the strong nonlinear of the numerical model, the implicit algorithm was
used to calculate the stress field caused by the confining pressure and hydrostatic pressure, the explicit
algorithm was used to analyze the bit-rock interaction [31].Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 23 
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2.6. Boundary Conditions

This paper focus on dynamic damage of shale under PRD, the boundary conditions of the model
are as follows in Table 2. Fixed boundary conditions for the sides and bottom of the rock were applied
according to the actual drilling conditions, as shown in Figure 8.
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Table 2. Degree of freedom for the PRD simulation model.

Parts

Degree of Freedom (1 = Fixed, 0 = Free)

Translation Torsion

X Y Z X Y Z

Rock
Rock bottom 1 1 1 1 1 1

Rock surround 0 1 0 1 1 1
Rock top edge 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit All nodes 0 0 0 1 0 1

The PRD simulation model of full-scale bit operated under impact load, static load and RPM.
The load was applied to the top of the drill bit, and the value of different loads mainly depended
on the research problem. The triangle wave shape of impact load is the basic wave form. The input
parameters adopted for the model are listed in Table 3. In order to apply the load to the bit, a reference
point was built for the rigid bit. The overburden pressure and confining pressure acted on the shale
sample by combined explicit-implicit algorithm, which is a beneficial for increasing the calculated
efficiency of the numerical simulation model [26,32].

Table 3. Input parameters adopted for the model.

Parameters Value

Confining pressure (MPa) 25
Hydrostatic pressure (MPa) 28

Impact load (kN) 30
Static load (kN) 40

Impact frequency (Hz) 60
Impact time (ms) 0.4

RPM (r/min) 100

The modelling progress of PRD with a full-scale PDC bit was as shown in Figure 9, which
illustrates the relationship of input parameters and output parameters in the numerical model of PRD.
At the same time, the rock constitutive law, rock damage criterion and mechanical parameters were
reflected in the model property part. The bit-rock interaction was reflected in the model assembly and
interaction part.

There are so many formulas and parameters in this paper, in order to understand the relationship
between parameters of the simulation model. The relationships between parameter types and
parameter acquisition methods are listed in Table 4, which presents the parameters that are required as
input for the simulation work and what are the parameters that can be measured in the lab and the
parameters that should be calculated according to the equations in Section 2.
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Table 4. The relationship of parameter types and parameter acquisition methods.

Parameter Type Parameters Name Parameter Acquisition Method

Input Parameters

Rock mechanical
parameters

Density
Measured in the labFriction coefficient

Compressive strength

Frictional angle Calculated according to the lab date
Cohesion

Elasticity modulus Calculated according to Equations (10) and (11)
Bulk modulus Calculated according to Equation (12)
Shear modulus Calculated according to Equation (13)
Poisson’s ratio Calculated according to Equations (14)–(16)

Load parameters

Confining pressure

Calculated according to the field case

Hydrostatic pressure
Impact load
Static load

Impact frequency
Impact time

Impact wave shape
RPM

Geometry
parameters

Bit diameter

Calculated according to the field case
Bit cutter diameter
Bit blade numbers

Rock sample diameter
Rock sample height

Output Parameters

Stress-strain
Damage variable

Calculated according to Equations (8) and (1)Stress field
Principal stress

Displacement
ROP

Calculated according to Equation (9)Bit trajectory
Rock element
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3. Modelling Results and Discussion

3.1. Shale Dynamic Damage Process Analysis and Model Validation of PRD

3.1.1. Dynamic Damage Process Analysis of Shale Fragmentation

In the 3D numerical simulation model of PRD, an element is removed from the mesh if the
damage variable D reaches 0.99. Figure 10 shows the contour plot of the rock damage variable with
different drilling times. Figure 10a shows the bit-rock initiation point of PRD. When t = 0 s, the bit
isn’t subjected to WOB and TOB, and the rock was in the in-situ condition, therefore, the damage
of shale elements did not occur. Figure 10b,c show the bit contacted with shale elements, where the
rock produced a certain amount of deformation in the contact elements, but the damage variable D
has not reached the threshold of rock element damage failure; therefore, the bit did not break the
rock. However, rock element damage failure occurs with the increasing of impact load and static load,
as shown in Figure 10d, then immediately separate from the rock mass, the bit has drilled the rock
surface. By that same manner, the bit peels off the second layer of shale. The whole process of shale
breaking is finished, as show in Figure 10e,f. The numerical simulation of shale dynamic damage can
show the entire rock fragmentation process for any drilling condition and provides a basis and system
for the design of PRD without complex experimental instruments and field tests, which can reduce the
experiment and test costs dramatically [15,26].
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3.1.2. Shale Dynamic Damage Analysis of Different Elements

To analyze the damage sensitivity of the rock elements at different positions, five rock elements
were set at the same height but with different radii, as shown in Figure 11. The damage of E2784
occurs earliest, as shown in Figure 12, where the damage variable increased quickly from 0 to 0.05 s,
reaching its maximum value of 1 at 2.3 s, but the entire damage process is slow and has fluctuations.
The damage of E2476 begins to happen at 1.7 s, reaching its maximum value at 2.5 s; the damage rate
of E2476 is faster than E2784. When t = 2.7 s, E2618 and E253 began to experience damage almost
at the same time, and failure occurs quickly at 2.75 s. Compared with E2784 and E2476, the damage
variables of E2618 and E253 have no fluctuations. Element failure occurs only when the damage
variable reaches the value D = 0.99, therefore E1523 is damaged at 3.05 s, but element failure does not
occur. When different rock elements have the same drilling and formation conditions, with increasing
distance from the element to the rock center, the fluctuations’ amplitudes of rock element damage at
first increase and later decrease gradually in PRD. The results show that the rock elements of the bit
center produce vibration to the bit, which increases the friction and wear of the bit; however, the rock
elements of the bit edge produce shock to the bit, which increases the fracture probability of the bit
cutters. This phenomenon is similar to the failure of a drill bit in field drilling conditions. The research
results are important to the design and optimization of the drill bit.
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3.1.3. Mises Stress and Maximum Principal Stress Analysis of Shale

The contours of shale Mises stress and maximum principal stress for different drilling times are
shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. With increasing distance from the rock center to the sides, the
maximum principal stress of shale decreases quickly, but the Mises stress of shale increases gradually.
However, the rock’s Mises stress is greater than rock’s maximum principal stress at the bottom, and
rock failure occurs along the direction of maximum principal stress. The pit has tensile stress, shear
stress and compressive stress; shale fragmentation mainly depends on tensile and shear stress in
PRD, followed by the compressive stress [15,18–20]. The results can be a suggestion to the drilling
parameters’ optimization.
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3.1.4. Numerical Simulation Model Validation

The numerical simulation model was verified by the actual drilling case in LMX shale reservoir of
Sichuan. The simulation results are compared with the field statistics data of ROP. There is a nonlinear
relationship in the simulation ROP, as shown in Figure 15. When the drill bit contacts the rock, the rock
damage failure gradually occurs. When the damage value reaches the maximum value, the surface
rock spalling, ROP increases quickly (0–A), followed by rapid decline (A–B). Because of the geometry
of the drill bit, the ROP had a period of stability (B–C). When the bit is completely drilled into the
shale (C–D), ROP reaches the peak value (D). The dynamic damage process of PRD is also show
in Figure 10. The ROP with impact load is 8.5 m/h, and the ROP without impact load is 7.7 m/h.
The basic parameters of this simulation model are from the LMX shale in Sichuan. The latest statistical
results of ROP in this area are as shown in Figure 16.

The horizontal length of X-well is more than 1000 m, and the cutters fracture and drill bit wear
occurs in the D and E sections (4545~4783 m), so we only considered the A, B, C and F Sections, as
show in Figure 16. The WOB fluctuation mean of A, B, C and F Sections is 8t, the volatility error is
0.25~0.5 t, RMP is 80 r/min, the average value of actual ROP is 7.5 m/h. At the same block and the
same vertical depth, the ROP statistical results (7.5 m/h) of shale are relatively close to the simulation
results (7.7 m/h), as shown in Figure 15, which verified the numerical simulation model.
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different load combinations have different damage rate on the rock, the damage rate of shale under 
coupled impact-static load (PRD) is higher than static load (conventional drilling) and impact load 
(percussive drilling without RPM). The shale elements failure occurs quickly under dynamic-static 
force. The damage initiation time is lower than for conventional drilling and percussive drilling, and 
the damage evolution for PRD requires less time than for percussive drilling. The results show that 
PRD benefits the efficiency of rock fragmentation [8]. However, rock failure does not occur under 
impact loads, which because the impact load is small, making the penetration force of each bit cutter 
get smaller, so the stress value cannot reach shale failure critical condition. Furthermore, the impact 
time is 0.4 ms, which cannot meet the needs of accumulative failure time. Therefore, when the ROP 
optimization design is conducted under complex drilling conditions, the mechanical behavior of a 
single bit cutter should be studied as an independent research unit, and the loads should be assigned 
to each bit cutters according to the spatial distribution of the bit cutters. Every single cutter can be an 
effective cutter [11,32]. 
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3.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Dynamic Drilling Parameters

3.2.1. Effect of Load Combinations

The damage variable of E2534 for different load combinations is presented in Figure 17.
The different load combinations have different damage rate on the rock, the damage rate of shale under
coupled impact-static load (PRD) is higher than static load (conventional drilling) and impact load
(percussive drilling without RPM). The shale elements failure occurs quickly under dynamic-static
force. The damage initiation time is lower than for conventional drilling and percussive drilling, and
the damage evolution for PRD requires less time than for percussive drilling. The results show that
PRD benefits the efficiency of rock fragmentation [8]. However, rock failure does not occur under
impact loads, which because the impact load is small, making the penetration force of each bit cutter
get smaller, so the stress value cannot reach shale failure critical condition. Furthermore, the impact
time is 0.4 ms, which cannot meet the needs of accumulative failure time. Therefore, when the ROP
optimization design is conducted under complex drilling conditions, the mechanical behavior of a
single bit cutter should be studied as an independent research unit, and the loads should be assigned
to each bit cutters according to the spatial distribution of the bit cutters. Every single cutter can be an
effective cutter [11,32].
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3.2.2. Effect of Impact Frequency 

Figure 18 shows different impact frequency signals, and the damage variable of E2534 under 
different impact frequencies is presented in Figure 19. The rock damage efficiency under load 
frequency f = 120 Hz is higher than f = 80 Hz and f = 60 Hz. Rock failure is a damage-cumulative 
process. If damage cumulatively reaches the critical crack value, the rock elements will peel off from 
the rock mass. When the impact load has the same peak value, the rock elements contacting with the 
cutters obtain more energy with the increasing load frequency; this finding suggests that high impact 
frequency may be used to increase the ROP. However, rock fragmentation efficiency does not grow 
linearly with load frequency. The impact frequency is limited by the life of PRD tools, and the life of 
PRD tools is expected to decrease. Considering both the ROP and the life of PRD tools, too high an 
impact frequency is not suitable for use in PRD. 
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3.2.2. Effect of Impact Frequency

Figure 18 shows different impact frequency signals, and the damage variable of E2534 under
different impact frequencies is presented in Figure 19. The rock damage efficiency under load frequency
f = 120 Hz is higher than f = 80 Hz and f = 60 Hz. Rock failure is a damage-cumulative process.
If damage cumulatively reaches the critical crack value, the rock elements will peel off from the
rock mass. When the impact load has the same peak value, the rock elements contacting with the
cutters obtain more energy with the increasing load frequency; this finding suggests that high impact
frequency may be used to increase the ROP. However, rock fragmentation efficiency does not grow
linearly with load frequency. The impact frequency is limited by the life of PRD tools, and the life of
PRD tools is expected to decrease. Considering both the ROP and the life of PRD tools, too high an
impact frequency is not suitable for use in PRD.
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3.2.3. Effect of Impact Wave Shape 

Figure 20 shows different impact wave shapes of PRD. Damage variable of E2534 under different 
impact wave shapes is presented in Figure 21. Shale begins to produce damage at the same time 
under different impact load wave forms, which has a great influence on ROP. The shale crushing 
efficiency under a sine shape is higher than rectangular wave or pulse wave. When the value of 
coupled impact-static load exceeds the rock damage critical value, the envelope area of the shock 
wave shape is the key factor that influences the breaking efficiency. A sine wave is a type of 
continuous wave; therefore, the sine wave shape and coupled dynamic-static load always has effect 
on the entire shale element damage process. Comparing rectangular wave and pulse wave, shale 
damage efficiency under a rectangular wave is superior to a pulse wave because the effective time of 
a rectangular wave is longer. The results indicate that the sine wave form should be used to the design 
of PRD tools [5]. 
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Figure 20. Different impact wave shapes of PRD. 

Figure 19. Damage variable of E2534 under different impact frequencies.

3.2.3. Effect of Impact Wave Shape

Figure 20 shows different impact wave shapes of PRD. Damage variable of E2534 under different
impact wave shapes is presented in Figure 21. Shale begins to produce damage at the same time
under different impact load wave forms, which has a great influence on ROP. The shale crushing
efficiency under a sine shape is higher than rectangular wave or pulse wave. When the value of
coupled impact-static load exceeds the rock damage critical value, the envelope area of the shock wave
shape is the key factor that influences the breaking efficiency. A sine wave is a type of continuous
wave; therefore, the sine wave shape and coupled dynamic-static load always has effect on the entire
shale element damage process. Comparing rectangular wave and pulse wave, shale damage efficiency
under a rectangular wave is superior to a pulse wave because the effective time of a rectangular wave
is longer. The results indicate that the sine wave form should be used to the design of PRD tools [5].
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3.2.4. Effect of Duration Of Impact Load 

Figure 22 shows different durations of impact load of PRD. Damage variable of E2534 for 
different durations of impact load is presented in Figure 23. Rock breaking efficiency under the 
duration of an impact load for 8 ms is higher than that of 4 ms and 0.4 ms. When the load duration is 
t = 8 ms and t = 4 ms, the damage rate increases suddenly at 0.13 s. Although the duration of the three 
impact loads is different, the peak value of the impact load is the same, which is able to break the 
shale. There is a close relationship between crushing efficiency and time beyond the critical value of 
rock fragmentation. The rock can obtain more energy to be broken with an increase of duration of the 
impact load. At this time, the crushing efficiency is similar to the form of the impact load wave, 
focusing on input energy for the rock. The increase of impact load duration is of benefit for the 
increase of ROP. 
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Figure 21. Damage variable of E2534 under different impact wave shapes.

3.2.4. Effect of Duration of Impact Load

Figure 22 shows different durations of impact load of PRD. Damage variable of E2534 for different
durations of impact load is presented in Figure 23. Rock breaking efficiency under the duration of
an impact load for 8 ms is higher than that of 4 ms and 0.4 ms. When the load duration is t = 8 ms
and t = 4 ms, the damage rate increases suddenly at 0.13 s. Although the duration of the three impact
loads is different, the peak value of the impact load is the same, which is able to break the shale.
There is a close relationship between crushing efficiency and time beyond the critical value of rock
fragmentation. The rock can obtain more energy to be broken with an increase of duration of the impact
load. At this time, the crushing efficiency is similar to the form of the impact load wave, focusing on
input energy for the rock. The increase of impact load duration is of benefit for the increase of ROP.
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3.2.5. Effect of Impact Load Peak Value 

Figure 24 shows different peak values of impact loads of PRD. The damage variable of E2534 for 
different peak values of impact load is presented in Figure 25. Rock damage happens first under peak 
load Fi = 40 kN, followed by Fi = 20 kN and Fi = 30 kN. Rock failure occurs first under Fi = 40 kN, but 
the whole process of shale element failure is slow; damage values continue to increase. When Fi = 30 
kN and Fi = 20 kN, rock element failure occurs almost at t = 0.25 s. However, the rock damage rate 
under Fi = 30 kN is faster than Fi = 20 kN. The rock can be broken by three peak values, and 
fragmentation efficiency of the rock is improved with the increase of the peak value. Because the 
change in peak value amplitude is small, each cutter of the bit gets less stress, and the breaking effect 
is not obvious in Figure 25. Moreover, the coupled impact-static load goes over the rock failure 
threshold; so the higher the peak value of the impact load, the more input energy the rock will obtain. 
The peak value of impact load is one of the most important dynamic drilling parameters of PRD. 
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3.2.5. Effect of Impact Load Peak Value

Figure 24 shows different peak values of impact loads of PRD. The damage variable of E2534 for
different peak values of impact load is presented in Figure 25. Rock damage happens first under peak
load Fi = 40 kN, followed by Fi = 20 kN and Fi = 30 kN. Rock failure occurs first under Fi = 40 kN, but the
whole process of shale element failure is slow; damage values continue to increase. When Fi = 30 kN
and Fi = 20 kN, rock element failure occurs almost at t = 0.25 s. However, the rock damage rate under
Fi = 30 kN is faster than Fi = 20 kN. The rock can be broken by three peak values, and fragmentation
efficiency of the rock is improved with the increase of the peak value. Because the change in peak
value amplitude is small, each cutter of the bit gets less stress, and the breaking effect is not obvious
in Figure 25. Moreover, the coupled impact-static load goes over the rock failure threshold; so the
higher the peak value of the impact load, the more input energy the rock will obtain. The peak value
of impact load is one of the most important dynamic drilling parameters of PRD.
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3.3. Bit Trajectory Analysis and Discussion of PRD 

The drill bit trajectory and damage variable of shale under different PRD drilling parameters is 
as shown in Figures 26 and 27, respectively. Drill bit trajectory is an important characteristic of 
drilling engineering, which has a close relationship with ROP and borehole quality. However, there 
is little research about this aspect [1–3,7–9,14,17–19]. A typical 3D bit trajectory of PRD is presented 
in Figure 26a, which based on the model of PRD, as shown in Table 3. The 3D bit trajectory is a spiral 
shape. The fluctuation range of drill bit in the XY plane is −0.00015~0.00015 m in one, and the other is 
less than −0.00015~0.00015 m. During the initial stage of PRD, shale element failure does not occur, 
there is no ROP, and the drill bit just slightly fluctuates on the surface of the shale specimen. When 
the surface of the shale specimen is broken, the bit drills the rock fast, as shown in Figures 10 and 15. 

The movement trajectory of the drill bit is quite different in PRD. Some important laws were 
found. In comprehensive contrast analysis of Figures 26 and 27, when the impact frequency is 60 Hz, 
impact is 0.4 ms, the peak value of impact force is 30 kN, and impact wave is sine wave, the ROP is 
at a maximum value, as show in Figures 26f and 27f. The minimum ROP is show in Figures 26c and 
27c. Moreover, the higher the lateral vibration amplitude, the lower the efficiency of rock 
fragmentation [22]. Repeated instances of drill bit axial vibration for one indentation point will reduce 
the ROP. This law explains the reason that the lateral and axial random vibration of drill string or 
drill bit will reduce the ROP. 

A clear contradiction between previous studies’ measures was encountered. Suppressing drill 
bit and drill string vibration increase the ROP [1,2,22], and applied vibration and shock loads of the 
bit and drill string increase the ROP, such as in PRD and percussive drilling without RPM [3,4,15]. 
From an energy point of view, the energy of a drill bit and drilling system was transmitted to the 
wellbore by lateral vibration. If a reasonable relationship of drill string axial vibration signal and RPM 
cannot be established, which will cause duplicate rock crushing, then the axial vibration energy of 
the bit is consumed. Therefore, small lateral movement and reasonable axial vibration frequency 
increases the energy efficiency of rock breaking. The results indicate that the ROP was increased 
through the suppression of drill string and the application vibration, which is a benefit for the design 
of bottom hole assembly and drilling tools. 

The model proposed in this paper does not consider the changes of bit deformation and wear. 
Moreover, a new coupled bit-rock model of PRD considering the mixed vibration conditions should 
also be developed. In the future study, we need to combine the accurate measurement data of the 
near-bit and the numerical model. In order to validate and improve the applicable scope of the 
numerical model. We need to establish an experimental device for PRD. 

Figure 25. Damage variable of E2534 under different peak values of impact loads.

3.3. Bit Trajectory Analysis and Discussion of PRD

The drill bit trajectory and damage variable of shale under different PRD drilling parameters
is as shown in Figures 26 and 27, respectively. Drill bit trajectory is an important characteristic of
drilling engineering, which has a close relationship with ROP and borehole quality. However, there is
little research about this aspect [1–3,7–9,14,17–19]. A typical 3D bit trajectory of PRD is presented in
Figure 26a, which based on the model of PRD, as shown in Table 3. The 3D bit trajectory is a spiral
shape. The fluctuation range of drill bit in the XY plane is −0.00015~0.00015 m in one, and the other is
less than −0.00015~0.00015 m. During the initial stage of PRD, shale element failure does not occur,
there is no ROP, and the drill bit just slightly fluctuates on the surface of the shale specimen. When the
surface of the shale specimen is broken, the bit drills the rock fast, as shown in Figures 10 and 15.

The movement trajectory of the drill bit is quite different in PRD. Some important laws were
found. In comprehensive contrast analysis of Figures 26 and 27, when the impact frequency is 60 Hz,
impact is 0.4 ms, the peak value of impact force is 30 kN, and impact wave is sine wave, the ROP is at
a maximum value, as show in Figures 26f and 27f. The minimum ROP is show in Figures 26c and 27c.
Moreover, the higher the lateral vibration amplitude, the lower the efficiency of rock fragmentation [22].
Repeated instances of drill bit axial vibration for one indentation point will reduce the ROP. This law
explains the reason that the lateral and axial random vibration of drill string or drill bit will reduce
the ROP.

A clear contradiction between previous studies’ measures was encountered. Suppressing drill
bit and drill string vibration increase the ROP [1,2,22], and applied vibration and shock loads of the
bit and drill string increase the ROP, such as in PRD and percussive drilling without RPM [3,4,15].
From an energy point of view, the energy of a drill bit and drilling system was transmitted to the
wellbore by lateral vibration. If a reasonable relationship of drill string axial vibration signal and RPM
cannot be established, which will cause duplicate rock crushing, then the axial vibration energy of the
bit is consumed. Therefore, small lateral movement and reasonable axial vibration frequency increases
the energy efficiency of rock breaking. The results indicate that the ROP was increased through the
suppression of drill string and the application vibration, which is a benefit for the design of bottom
hole assembly and drilling tools.

The model proposed in this paper does not consider the changes of bit deformation and wear.
Moreover, a new coupled bit-rock model of PRD considering the mixed vibration conditions should
also be developed. In the future study, we need to combine the accurate measurement data of the
near-bit and the numerical model. In order to validate and improve the applicable scope of the
numerical model. We need to establish an experimental device for PRD.
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4. Conclusions

Considering load combinations, impact frequency, impact wave shapes, durations of impact load
and impact load peak values, a model for estimating the PRD of the full-size PDC bit was developed.
The anisotropic parameters of shale are obtained by wave velocities. The numerical simulation model
is verified by the actual drilling case in the LMX shale reservoir of Sichuan (China). The entire
process of rock damage and elements in different positions are discussed. The PRD model is able
to estimate the rock damage efficiency. Drill bit trajectory is an important characteristic of drilling
engineering, which has a close relationship with ROP and borehole quality. The higher the lateral
vibration amplitude, the lower the efficiency of rock fragmentation. Repeated instances of drill bit axial
vibration for one indentation point will reduce the ROP. A small lateral movement and reasonable
axial vibration frequency increase the energy efficiency of rock breaking. The ROP was increased
through the suppression of drill string and the application of vibration. The relationship of drill string
vibration and ROP is the key research problem in the future.
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